Bio-Strath Challenge Competitions - Terms and Conditions
1. The promoter is SA Natural Products (Pty) Ltd (“SANP-group”).
2. The Terms and Conditions (“T&Cs”) apply to all entrants, whether such entrant wins or
not.
3. By your participation in this competition you agree to be bound by such T&Cs.
4. The competition is open to all our South African fans on the Bio-Strath Facebook
account. https://www.facebook.com/BioStrathSA/
5. Entrants must be South African residents or have permanent residence in South Africa.

6. Entrants must be over 18 years of age and if under 18 years must have their parents’ or
guardians’ consent before entering.
7. The Competition is open to all South African fans. Kindly note the following people will
not be allowed to enter this competition:
7.1 Employees of Gorilla Creative Media, SANP-group and Bioforce SA.
7.2 Relatives of the employees who work for Gorilla Creative Media, SANP-group and
Bioforce SA.
8. The competition consists of a multiple of weekly competitions and a winner will be
picked monthly from 14 September 2018 and closes on 14 December 2018, midnight.
9. Three (3) monthly prizes to the total value of R2500 each will be up to win over the
duration of the competition.
10. There will be one (1) overall prize to the total value of R4000 which will be up to win
over the duration of the competition.
11. Winners will be notified and will be announced at the end of every month for the
duration of the competition, with the overall winner being announced on the 20th of
December 2018.
Entry details:
12. To enter the Bio-Strath Challenge competitions, you need to comment or share an image
of you performing the challenge on the respective competition posts running on
Facebook every week, you will have until the end of the month to complete the various
challenges for that month. The more challenges you complete the more chances you
have to win.
13. You stand a chance of WINNING one of three (3) monthly prizes valued at R2500 each or
an overall prize after 3 months to the value of R4000.

Winner Selection
14. Four (4) winners will be selected by random selection, between 27 September 2018 and
20 December 2018, and one (1) winner will be announced monthly for the duration of
the competition with the final winner being announced on the 20th of December 2018.
15. Winners will be announced on Facebook and notified by means of the contact details
provided on Facebook via inbox. Should the SANP-group be unable to contact a winner
on the details provided within 2 days of the prize being drawn, such winner shall forfeit
the prize and a new runner-up will be then notified accordingly.
16. The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
Prize Details
17. Three (3) prizes to the value of R2500 each will be given away monthly
18. A final prize to the value of R4000 will be given away at the end of the competition.
Delivery of Prize
19. The Prize includes delivery. The Winner will be required to provide the SANP-group with
a valid daytime delivery address to enable delivery.
20. Please allow for one (1) month for the delivery of your prize.
General
21. The prize is non-transferable, may not be deferred, changed or exchanged for cash or
any other item(s).
22. The SANP-group takes no responsibility for incorrect information supplied, whether
intentionally or negligently.
23. The SANP-group shall not be responsible for technical malfunction which users may
experience on the Facebook page prohibiting a possible entrant from submitting an
entry timeously.
24. The SANP-group does not make any representation or give any warranties, whether
expressly or implicitly, regarding any prize, without limitation, or that the prize shall be
to the satisfaction of any winner or meet such person’s requirements, preferences,
standards or expectations.
25. All winners agree that their photo(s), with/without the prize won, may be taken and may
with their names be published, whether in magazines, newspapers, websites, social
media, electronic media or otherwise and agree to positively endorse, promote or
advertise the SANP-group products, for which no fee will be payable.
26. Winners may be required to provide the SANP-group with such additional information it
may reasonably or statutorily required to process the transfer and the winner’s
acceptance of the winning prizes.

27. Winners agree that they accept their prize at their own risk, including the use of the
products and holds the SANP-group harmless against any claim or damage, (whether
direct, indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential), condition, negative effect, or the
consequence from either collection, or using, the winning products, whether such claims
are made by winner and/or their family, dependants, heirs or assigns. In this sense the
SANP-group shall also mean the SANP-group’s partners, co-promoters and sponsors of
the competition, its subsidiaries including their subsidiaries and respective holding
companies or trusts, as well as these entities’ directors, officers, trustees, employees,
agents and representatives.
28. Should any winner fail to comply with the rules of the competition and/or the terms and
conditions thereof, whether done before or after entry and for winning the prize and
whenever discovered by the SANP-group, then without prejudice to any other remedy
the SANP-group may have, shall be disqualified and shall forfeit such prize and hereby
indemnifies and hold the SANP-group harmless against any claim by any person of
whatever nature or from whatever cause arising as a result thereof.
29. By entering this competition you authorise SANP-group, to collect, store and use (not
share) personal information of entrants for communication or statistical purposes. You
are entitled to decline any marketing communication.
30. The Promoter shall have the right to change or terminate the promotional competitions
immediately and without notice, if deemed necessary in its opinion and if circumstances
arise outside of their control. In the event of such change or termination, all participants
agree to waive any rights that they have in respect of this promotional competition and
acknowledge that they will have no recourse against the Promoter or its agents.

